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Section 10: There may be no climate emergency

Some conclusions . . .
World Energy demand is not declining; after spending $$trillions on renewable energy, it constitutes only 2.5% of energy consumed.

HYDROCARBONS – OIL, NATURAL GAS AND COAL – ARE THE WORLD’S PRINCIPAL ENERGY RESOURCE TODAY, AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE IN THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE.

Mark Mills, Manhattan Institute, March 2019
The reality is that cheap and reliable power is a key to economic power and reduction of poverty globally.

Fishing fleets show more energy use than all of North Korea??

Sea of Japan
“I don’t remember what year the Cold War was, but I know it was in the winter...”

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez - her Green New Deal is simply a green suicide note – the ‘Sovietisation of the US economy’
And at the G20, June 2019 –

‘It doesn’t always work with windmills, Theresa’

A “ZEROISTA”

And the “Fracker”

“Innovations in the Australian Forest Industry”, Brisbane 22 July 2019

Geoff Derrick, G M Derrick Geology
And some FINAL THOUGHTS . . .

There is NO demonstrable science that says carbon dioxide causes any dangerous global warming. Repeat often !!!

Carbon dioxide is your friend, not your enemy. It is essential plant food and is greening the planet. Embrace it, not demonise it, and keep planting trees.

We can alleviate poverty and protect the poor from the (supposed) ravages of climate change by making them middle class – and that takes ENERGY.

Cheap energy ultimately determines the wealth and economic power of a nation. Only wealthy nations can successfully ADAPT to natural disasters which will always be with us – earthquakes, fires, floods, droughts.
Nothing to see here Guv, move along . . . 
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